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VOICES IN MICHIGAN LITERACY

An Interview with Dr. Ronald L. Cramer
By Jennifer I. Berne

1)

r. Ron Cramer is
a distinguished
professor of
reading and language arts
at Oakland University in
Rochester, Michigan. His
special interest is in the
teaching of writing. He
is particularly passionate
about the idea of teachers as
exemplars of literate behaviors.
He says "I approach teachers
... with the notion of loving
writing yourself, participating
in it, appreciating it. If you do
you will be a better model for
children."
His influence on literacy
education in the state ofMichiDr. Cramer in his office
gan has spanned more than 30
years. Some would look back
on that remarkable career and gloat. Not so for Dr. Cramer, who continues to teach, mentor future teachers, publish extensively, and write poetry at an impressive clip. He agreed to chat with MRJ about literacy,
learning, and life. Listen in.
JB: You talk about the influence of a college professor, Mrs. Anderson, on your writing and your
feelings about yourself as a writer. Can you tell us something about that influence and how you try to
foster the same things in the writing teachers with whom you work?
RC: I am forever grateful to Mrs. Anderson for a comment she made on the first story I had ever written.
She said, "Ron, you have wonderful ideas." It was a first encouragement, and it sank deep. I do not know
if my ideas were wonderful then; I do not know if they are wonderful today. I do know that I want them to
be. Mrs. Anderson's comment aroused a latent desire to write. If I were to see her today, I'd want her to say,
"You haven't disappointed me, Ron."

I hold the same belief about teachers that I hold for children: Every teacher possesses creative power,· every
child, every teacher is capable of having wonderful ideas. But creative power is frequently subverted by the
friction and frustration of daily life. Teachers may think they are ordinary rather than unique; they may think
creativity is a gift of only the special few. My goal in teaching writing is to convince teachers that they are
unique, creative, and have wonderful ideas to discover within themselves and to share with others.
JB: You have been working with pre- and in-service teachers for more than 30 years, have you seen a
change in teachers' perspectives on the teaching of writing?
RC: Yes, I've seen dramatic change in teachers' perspective on the teaching of writing. A significant
change is that many teachers have become writing models. They understand that writing and sharing their
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writing with children gives them credibility that belongs only to those who actually play the game. Like
the swimming coach, they get themselves wet; they get into the pool to show their students how it's done.
The intriguing thing about this change is that teachers do not have to become published writers to succeed.
Children receive teachers' writing graciously and generously. They love it when their teachers write for
them; they appreciate the spirit which motivates the effort. Another change I've seen is that teachers initiate
writing at the same time they initiate reading-in kindergarten or first grade. They understand that writing,
as the mirror image of reading, contributes to their reading objectives, and that writing is valuable in itself.
Forty years ago, a famous researcher explained that his research on writing started at the fourth grade
because, he said, primary grade children write," ... only under coercion." How wrong. How sad. How
misinformed. Today, many fine teachers receive extraordinary writing from primary grade children-even
kindergarten children. Apprise teachers and children of their gifts, and they will share them with you.
Assume they have no gifts, and they will conclude they have no gifts to share. Or, they will withhold their
gifts from your humiliating inspection.
JB: What do you think technology has done for the teaching of writing? What do you think it still can do?
RC: Technology makes writing more efficient. It makes revision easier, and it increases fluency. These are
crucial contributions because revision is the heart of writing, and fluency enhances drafting. The computer
has transformed my revision habits. Now I can revise almost endlessly, and I have come to enjoy the pleasures of revision. One other thing computers do for writing-spell checkers locate our spelling boo-boos
and typos. This is a boon for the spelling challenged and the clumsy fingered among us.

But technology does not improve writing per se. Technology does not create wonderful ideas; technology
does not produce elegant sentences; technology does not improve word selection. Writers create their own
ideas, revise their own sentences, choose their own words. Technology cannot do this for you; you have to
do it yourself. While grammar checkers can do minor editing, they cannot create ideas, draft sentences, or
select the just right word. And the just right word is, as Mark Twain said, " ... the difference between lightning and the lightning bug."

Technology will not replace poets and storytellers. Poets and storytellers have minds and imagination.
Computers do not.
JB: What do you think are the challenges in putting together a reasoned and reasonable writing
program for children?
RC: There is no formula, and the closest thing to a magic bullet I can think of is the good teacher. The most
important component of any writing program is the good teacher. The good teacher, committed to teaching
children to write, is more valuable than a hundred books and a thousand workshops. Workshops and books
are useful, but they pale compared to the contribution of good teachers committed to helping children write.
Children need teachers to apprise them of their wonderful ideas; children need teachers who can entice ideas
out of their minds and onto paper. Children need teachers who can help them reimagine their lives; children
need teaches who can help them actualize their potential. Children need good teachers more than they need
any other thing schooling can offer.
JB: Who are the writers that you admire?
RC: Robertson Davies, a Canadian writer, is my favorite. He died recently, but left behind an extraordinary
body of literature. My favorite among his many fine books is The Deptford Trilogy. Davies creates a compelling plot that winds its way through three books based on a snowball-throwing incident between two
young boys-an extraordinary feat of imagination.

I love mysteries, and my favorite mystery writer is Rex Stout. Stout created the most interesting characters
in the mystery genre since Sir Arthur Conan Doyle introduced us to Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson.
Nero Wolfe is a fat, lazy genius-a gourmand, orchid grower, and sometimes detective. Archie Goodwin is
a cheeky, action-oriented burr under Wolfe's saddle. I've watched a few episodes of the Nero Wolfe series
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on television, and I am utterly disappointed because the series does not match my image of Nero Wolfe
and Archie Goodwin. I know why I'm disappointed, and it's not the screenwriters' fault. Readers create
their own images and any deviation from readers' imagination is difficult to accept. Television robs viewers
of their imagination because it removes the necessity to create images. Television creates them for you.
Imagination is lost when television and film substitute for reading. And that is why children must have good
literature; that is why teachers must supply it.
I've found pleasure in reading books I've read before. "Love me again," my favorite books from the past
seem to say to me. I've reread every book Robertson Davies and Rex Stout have written, sometimes more
than twice. I find enormous pleasure in returning to old favorites: John Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath,
Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird, Betty Smith's A Tree Grows in Brooklyn. Rereading Lee and Smith, I
discovered something I had not fully appreciated the first time through. Both books have marvelous literacy
stories. Lee's character, Scout, encounters a teacher, Miss Caroline, who is unhappy that Scout already
knows how to read when she begins first grade. She tells Scout that her father, Atticus, must stop teaching
her to read. Atticus actually hadn't taught Scout; he had read to her as she sat on his lap. Scout thought that,
" ... reading was something that just came to me, as learning to fasten the seat of my union suit without looking around .... " Smith's character, Frances, has a plan to read every book in the library; she'll start with A
and read on through Z. Frances wants to love the librarian, wants the librarian to recommend books. But the
librarian is a grouch who dislikes children and knows little about books. Frances persists in her reading plan,
modifying it slightly to get in a delicious prospect out of alphabetical order. Every Saturday, with a little
bowl of candy and a glass of water, Frances reads her books on the fire-escape balcony, which overlooks the
tree that grows in Brooklyn.
JB: What has watching young children work through the writing process taught you about writing?
RC: I've learned that there is no such thing as "the writing process." Writing is too complex to fit into the
neat little box we have constructed and call "the writing process." Instead, there are many processes-as
many as there are writers. I've learned that you must take children seriously as writers. They are not little
people writing little things that are cute or funny. Their writing is sometimes cute and funny, but more often
it is serious and thoughtful. When good teachers engage children in writing, they produce imaginative ideas
couched in the rhythmic cadence of childhood language. I've learned that patience is needed. You have to
wade through the many pieces that range from poor to mediocre. But if you are patient, you will get the
extraordinary piece. Remember, every published author has wastebaskets full of failed writing. It's just that
we never see the failures that precede the successes.
JB: Do you think changing ideologies in the teaching of reading has influenced the teaching of writing?
RC: Yes. The most important new ideology is the recognition that reading and writing are closely related
and that literature is the connecting link. A few lone pioneers promoted this ideology decades ago, including
Hughes Mearns in the 1920s and Russell Stauffer in the 1950s. Now, there is a general agreement that writing contributes to word recognition and comprehension, and reading contributes ideas and words to writing.

The connection between reading and writing is still not fully appreciated, but significant progress has
been made. Three Decades ago, Dorsey Hammond and I wrote an article about the connection between
composition and comprehension and submitted it to The Reading Teacher. The rejection came back with
this notation: "The Reading Teacher is a reading journal not a writing journal." The International Reading
Association has since changed its ideology, though they are still behind the curve compared to the National
Council of Teachers of English.
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